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The recommendation would
qualify
all WSU buildings, including
News Reporter
the WSU dormitories and Kryzsko
A recommendation is being made Commons, as smoke-free, forcing
by the safety committee of the Winona smokers outside to light up, as smokState University student senate for ers do at smoke-free Minne Hall.
According to faculty senate Vicesmoking to be banned in Winona State
President
Peter Henderson, faculty
University buildings .
The safety committee, consisting senate voted in favor of the recomof both students and faculty mem- mendation last Monday.
Opposition to
bers of the univer,
the
recommendasity, brought the
tion voiced ideas to
idea to President
designate some
Krueger.
well-ventilated ofKrueger asked
fices
as smoking
members to con:areas. However,
sider adopting a no
these ideas were
smoking policy for
shot down by other
all buildings befaculty senate
longing to WSU.
members.
The reason for
Last Wednesthe recommendaSee Forum, page 5
day, student sention is that the Enviate chose to vote
ronmental Protec on the recommention Agency has
dation
at
during
today's
meeting.
now placed second-hand smoke in
According to student senator Jim
the class "A" category as a carcinogen. Second-hand smoke has been Hudson, a petition is available to sign
found to be as great a health risk as for students opposed to the no smoking recommendation.
asbestos and radon.
The petition must have 250 signaAccording to Joanne Rosczyk, a
member of the safety committee, the tures to go before the student senate.
Those against the recommendano smoking recommendation is a
health and liability issue for the uni- tion, such as Hudson, hope to put the
issue to referendum, giving all stuversity.
dents a chance to voice their opinion.
Various buildings in Winona, inSaid Hudson: "All supporters of
cluding the Winona County court- the petition want is to have their rights
house and Winona Community Hos- upheld."
pital, are smoke-free. WSU would
Council six, consisting of janitolike to follow this trend.
rial and maintenance people, will also
vote on the recommendation this

By SHELLI PAULSON
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smoking be
banned at
WSU?

WSU may change its policy to " No Smoking" throughout the entire campus.

nmmy Schuitz/Winonan Staff

WSU proposes cuts in release time
By FRANK RAJKOWSKI
Assistant News Editor

Winona State University faculty
might face a substantial cutback in
the amount of time given to do administrative work in their departments and in the amount of time allotted to provide extra services to
students.
Dr. Douglas Sweetland, vice-president of academic affairs at WSU, has

proposed the cuts in the amount of
release time given to faculty members during their regular course load,
as well as a cut in extended duty
days.
According to Sweetland, 75 WSU
faculty members have been sent notices that the university would be
either reducing or eliminating the
amount of release time they had been
receiving.
Faculty are presently given three

out of nine required courses as release time, requiring them to teach
six courses.
Sweetland's proposal would cut
the amount of release time down to
one hour and have them teaching
eight courses.

The proposal was made to combat
the current budget crisis WSU is facing. Sweetland said that under this
proposal WSU will save $17,000 and
will be able to pick up nine teaching

Evangelist
interrupts
meeting

positions, as well as offer 27 additional sections.
"If you don't save money in one
place it's got to come out of another,"
said Sweetland. "Since salaries make
up a major percentage of the
university's budget. It doesn't take a
genius to figure out that they could
be affected."
If this proposal is approved, it
could present a number of problems
for several departments on campus.

For example, it is possible that the
American Bar Association could decide not to re-accredit WSU's highly
regarded paralegal program because
the program's head, Peter Henderson,
may not be able to spend the needed
amount of time doing administrative
work on the program under the new
proposal.
Also, the Writing Center of the

See Cuts, page 6

Circle is My Path
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Student
Senate

CIA, IVCF
apologize
to BSF
By FRANK RAJKOWSKI
Assistant News Editor

The student senate will be voting on four student senate at-large
positions today. Applications for
these positions are due by noon
today if interested.
Elections for senate will be held
on April 27. Positions open include President, Vice-President,
Treasurer and senators from each
class. Applications and information are available in the senate office. Applications for officers are
due by noon of April 7 and applications for senators are due by
April 27.
There are two positions open
for the Judicial Board and one position open for a senator at-large.
Internal elections will be held on
April 7 for all three positions.
Applications are due by noon the
day of the elections.
The blood drive will be held
tommorrow from 11 a.m.-5 p.m.
in Dining Rooms C and D by the
West cafe. Please remember to give
blood.
The next Meet and Discuss will
be Thursday at 2:00 p.m. If interested, please sign up in the senate
office.

The words of an evangelist speaker
and an open meeting of the
Bangladesh Student Forum (BSF) led
to a misunderstanding and a clash of
ideas in the Smaug on March 20.
Members of the BSF, discussing
plans for their annual Bangladesh
Night, were approached by several
members of Christians In Action
(CIA) and Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship (IVCF) who were passing
through the Smaug accompanied by
evangelist Dirk Wood.
Wood's speech, sponsored jointly
by CIA and IVCF, dealt with sharing
the gospel of Christ. After the speech,
the audience and the speaker were
headed downtown.

The misunderstanding occurred
when Wood began to speak his religious views with the members of BSF,
as other members of his party passed
out flyers.
Among the comments Wood
made, he reportedly said was that
Jesus was "the only way". BSF members, in addition to being angered at
the interruptiori of their meeting,
didn't appreciate having to listen to
Christian doctrine.
"To me, besides interrupting our
meeting, I just don't want anyone to
tell me that Jesus is the savior," said
Nabeel Ali, a BSF member present at
the meeting. "If I wanted to talk to
them that would be fine but we
didn't."
According to members accompanying Wood, they didn't know they
were interrupting a closed meeting
or that they were unwelcome.
"It wasn't until the very last
minute that someone mentioned being upset and the fact that it was a
closed meeting," said Kari Philipson,

See Interruption, page 6

Tamberlain Jacobs/Photo Editor
'Nakoma" Nell Volkman explains the meaning behind the medicine wheel and the relationships between mother earth and father sky during his presentation In Stark Hall last Friday night.

Court hearing continues in murder for hire case
By JODI YOUNG
News Reporter

An omnibus hearing began on
Mar. 22 for Steve Schabacker, a
Winona State University freshman
who is charged with conspiracy to
commit first degree murder against
Winona police officer Al Mueller.
Schabacker is free on a $25,000

bond. The hearing will continue on
April 5th.
Schabacker, 19, was arrested on
Feb. 10 at the intersection of 3rd and
Olmstead, when he met with undercover police officer Bill Wiess, who
posed as a hitman.
Mueller, Schabacker and another
informant were involved in a drug
bust in which Chris Dahl was arrested for the sale of a controlled sub-

stance.
A complaint filed in Winona District Court stated that after the informant told Schabacker of Dahl's arrest, he allegedly told the informant
that "we got one dead cop on our
hands," referring to Mueller.
The report stated that the informant apparently told him that he
could find a hitman to kill Mueller for

$200.
Soon after, the informant to'd the
police of Schabacker's threat.
The police department brought in
Rochester police officer Bill Weiss to
pose as the hitman and meet with
Schabacker at 3rd and Olmstead.
According to the complaint, Weiss
met Schabacker at the intersection
where the two discussed payment.
The record also stated that Weiss

told Schabacker that the price for the
job was $200, but Weiss stalled and
said that he didn't have the money,
although he had $300 with him.
Schabacker told Weiss that he
needed time to get the money and
that "this is for Dahl—if that guy's

See Murder for Hire, page 3
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CALLING ALL CARNAL CONSUMERS!
Y OU'VE SEEN HER BREASTS — NOW SEE THE BEST!

Tamberlain Jacobs /Photo Editor
Valerie Taylor, an assistant professor of music, conducts the Winona Symphony
Orchestra held In the PAC last Sunday afternoon.

Murder for Hire
Continued from page 1

GRIM AND JOYLESS PSEUDO-SADOMASOCHISM

THE KIND AMERICA LIKES!

--

gone—we ain't gonna get shit."
Later in the two men's conversation, police approached the car that
they were in and arrested Shabacker.
Schabacker is being represented
by Rich Mcluer, assistant public defender, and attorney Jud y Gernander.
The purpose of an omnibus hearing is for the judge to determine what
will be accepted as evidence by the
prosecution and defense.

At this point in the hearing, Judge
Lawrence Collins accepted two cassette tapes between an informant and
Schabacker that Prosecuting attorney
Timothy Guth, submitted for evidence.
Collins heard testimony from
Mueller and Weiss.
Mcluer told the court that the defense will be raising a due process
and probable cause challenge.
According to court documents,
Mcluer said that the defense is leav-

ing the issue of entrapment up to the
jury.
Police Chief Frank Pomeroy said
that he wouldn't comment on the
case at this point.
"My comments could provide
room for a change of venue which
would be costly to the taxpayers," he
said.
Schabacker was not available fo.
comment.

Root for the
Minnesota
Twins

Positions Open for 93-94
Editor in Chief
News, Sports, and Variety Writers
Advertising Representatives
Columnists
Photographers
All Positions Paid!!!

Apply in Person at the
Winonan
Lower Hyphen, Kryzsko
Commons

WSU Day
April 7, 1993

SIGN UP NOW
Take Review Course for
LSAT & GRE

+
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St. Paul Regional
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Our doors are open and our shelves and
racks are full! Come,
to.52-East -Third
Street between 10:0cn. and 8:00 p.m.
Tuesday` Friday/and till 6:00 p.m. any
Saturday Oi-Sunday. We carry sweat shirts,
t-shirts, fitted caps and accessories for college
and pro teams and campus organizations.
k,11,
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Contact Senate Office
For More Information
457-5316

Few people in this world gtg a
chance at life. When you give blood,
you are giving someone another
birthday, honeymoon, or just
another day worth living. When you
give blood, you night be saving the
life of a friend, a lover, or yaw own
Life.
To help in giving the gift of
life, the Student Senate is sponsoring the Red Cross bloodmobile on
April 1st in the dirdng rooms of the
We Cafeteria from 11:00 am to 5:00
pm. For more information, please
contact the Student Senate office at
457-0316.

STUDENT OWNED • STUDENT OPERATED

BTU
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News Briefs

In the news... Kenya

Analysis

WSU sponsors blood drive

On March 22, the government of Kenya decided not to comply with demands
from the World Bank and International Monetary Fund (IMF)...

By STUART JOHNSON
Editor-in-Chief

Winona State University will host the American Red
Cross Bloodmobile on April 1 in Dining Rooms C and D
of Kryzsko Commons.
The Red Cross goal for the blood drive is 145 units.
Blood donations will be taken from 11 a.m. until 5 p.m.
For more information, call the WSU Student Senate
office at 507-457-5316.

Kenya is a western coastal nation of Africa best known to Americans for its massive national parks,
facilitating photo safaris of animals
most often associated with Africa.
However, in this nation which
treasures its wildlife population to
such a degree that poaching is a
capital crime, Kenya also suffers
from many of the same political
and developmental problems as
other African nations.
Some common problems include
widespread corruption through
governments, great disparity in
weal th, poverty, poor infrastructure
all resulting in lacking social mobility.
On March 22, the government of
Kenya decided not to comply with
demands from the World Bank and
International Monetary Fund (IMF)
that economic reforms take place to
make them eligible for loans to fund
a variety of projects.
The World Bank and IMF are
institutions closely aligned with the
United Nations that make loans to,

Higher education leader to visit WSU
Zelda F. Gamson, one of the nation's most influential
leaders in higher education, will be coming to WSU on
April 8.
She will meet with WSU Krueger and present a faculty
workshop.
Gamson's workshop is entitled "The Development of
the Seven Principals.". It will be held at the WSU Residential College in Lourdes Hall from 12 noon to 3 p.m.
Gamson is the professor of education and the founding
director of the New England Resource Center for Higher
Education at the Graduate College of Education, University of Massachusetts at Boston.
For more information contact the WSU Bush Grant
Faculty development center at 507-457-5413.

Kenya, are correct in their concerns.
That sweeping economic reforms
overnight can send disastrous shock
waves through an economy. The
current situation in Russia is a good
example of this phenomena.
But the problem is more complex
than that and the critics who are charging that not enough is being done in
Kenya to revive the system and help
the nation progress certainly have a
point.
Kenya is a nation whose government is completely infiltrated from
the top down with corrupt activities
that siphon off much needed money
for those people who live in rural
areas or townships.
Disparity in wealth, which is so
great it is almost medieval in comparison, may bring the nation to civil
war. This is a region in Africa which
needs anything but another civil war.
Somalia and Ethiopia are just two
nations adjacent to Kenya who are

currently ensued in such a conflict—

there are many others as well.
The IMF and World Bank's lenders froze further loans to Kenya in
1991. Pending a decision on the part
of the government to continue with
economic reforms that had begun
in the 1970's and 1980's, but have

not gone far enough, according to
IMF officials, the loans would be
restored.
The issue of corruption is often
at the top of the list for reforms
needed to qualify any nation for
loans and Kenya is no exception.
The major bank in Kenya has
used loan money in the past to make
its own questionable loans to cornpanies owned by wealthy land owners who have a stake in the governmerit and this type of thing is exactly what the IMF and World bank
want to have eliminated—so do the
people of Kenya.

INTERVIEW SUITS SAVINGS
Bring-a Friend!

WSU Day at Metrodome April 7
Winona State University Day at the Metrodome will be
April 7 when the Twins take on the Chicago White Sox.
WSU President Dr. Darrell Krueger will throw out the first
ball, the WSU choir will sing the National Anthem and
"Take Me Out To The Ballgame" during the seventh
inning stretch, and about 300 WSU students, faculty,
and staff from Winona and the WSU-Rochester Center
will attend the game.
WSU alumni living in the Twin Cities area are also
invited to attend.
Each ticket costs $7. The tickets are lower level
general admission tickets and the price includes bus
transportation to and form the game. The buses will
leave the parking lot of WSU's Minne Hall at 4 p.m.
For more information, contact Joe Reed at 457-5312
or the U-PAC office at 457-5315.

most often, developing nations in an
effort to help these countries modernize their economic system.
These institutions make loans often with certain stipulations that they
believe are necessary to forward a
nation's economy so that they arc
able to not only pay back the loans,
but also so they can become independently viable themselves.
The demands made by World
Bank and IMF were said by Kenyan.
authorities to be unrealistic and, that
if implemented immediately, would
be "ruinous" to the country.
Critics of the Kenyan decision have
said thedemands madeby the World
Bank and IMF were not unrealistic
and in fact were decided against so
that those in power and who are
wealthy can maintain that status.
Reminiscent of complaints from
many other developing nations who
apply foraid from thelMFand World
Bank, Kenya does not stand alone in
claiming that what these organizations ask for is to extreme.
In many cases, countries such as

is
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Famous Brand
Name Suits. Single And
Double-breasted Styles. All Wools,
Wool and Polyester Blends, Year
'Round weights. All 2 for Priced From
Sizes 36 52. Regular-Shorts-Longs

State Shorts
Metro State

$ 239 00

Metro State announced last week that Linda FarnierWhite will be appointed as Special Assistant to the
President for Multi-Cultural Affairs.
Farnier-White will direct Metro State's cultural diversity program, as well as managing the school's cultural
diversity center. Farnier-White had been serving as
Metro St.'s student services director.

taw Sate
Famous Brand Name Sportcoats and Blazers.
Tweeds, :silks, Wools, Wool Blends. MI lit The
Best Styles. Your Choice All 2 for Priced From

s /69 00

Sizes 36-52. Regular-Shorts Longs

St. Cloud State
At a meeting with State Senator Joe Bertram on
March 20, SCSU officials and faculty presented their
displeasure at Gov. Arne Carlson's funding proposal.
Among the subjects discussed at the meeting were
teacher shortages, tuition increases, and increased
enrollment.

ENTIRE
STOCK

Dress Slacks, Dress
Shirts And Neckties
. . . All

Priced!

Southwest State
Southwest State recently celebrated the 20th anniversary of their student center.
The week long celebration was kicked off by a jazz
ensemble performance and featured activities.

LAST FEW DAYS
SPECIAL STORE HOURS:
WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY
9:30 AM to 8 PM
FRIDAY 9:30 AM to 6 PM
SATURDAY 9:30 AM to 5 PM
SUNDAY NOON to 4 PM
452-3336

1KRzi
KRIER'S
STORE FOR MEN
A

70 Plaza West, Downtown, Winona

The Winonan Winona State University's student newspaper, is written, edited, managed, and financed
by and for the students of Winona State University. The Winonan generates 60 percent of its income through
advertising sales. The remaining money is provided through student activities as a subscription rate. The
Winonan reserves the right to request verification of facts from letters written for publication. Deadline for all
submissions is the Friday prior to publication.
Subscriptions for persons outside the university are available from the business manager for $20
annually. Address all correspondance to: The Winonan, Winona State University, Kryzsko commons, Winona
55987 ph. (507) 457-5520
The Winonan is rated and a member of the Associated College Press as an "All American" newspaper.
The Winonan is recognized annually as an award winning newspaper in individual and as a whole by the the
Minnesota Better Newspaper Association, the american Scholastic Press Association, and the Society of Professional Journalists. Contents of the Winonan are Copyrighted and may not be reproduced without permission.
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Rose S secial
12 Roses wrapped only $20 99
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Editorial
THIS 1111•111111111 WORLD

EDITORIAL BOARD
Stuart Johnson Jennifer von Allmen Barry Brooks
Editor-in-Chief

Sports Editor

A FEW WEEKS AGO, THIS CARTooN SUGGESTED
THAT EVERY AMERICAN SHOULD DO WHATEVER
IT TAKES To HELP REDUCE THE DEFICIT...
. . .. . .....
GOOD IDEAISLEEPWE'VE ALL GoT To
1146 oN THE FLooR
CAN!
Do WHAT WE
WILL 8E uNPLOS
-NINK WE 51400lz
WE ALL
ANr..Buf
UR
sELL ALL of S O
MUST SE WILLING
FuRNiTuRE
To SilegincE!
.

•

WE WERE MAKING A LITTLE JOKE... BUT REAL(r( BEGAN To SURPASS SATIRE WHEN LITTLE
LARRY viLLELLA of NORTH DAKoTA. SENT
THE PRESIDENT $1,000--To HELP PAY
OFF THE DEFICIT...
...

ACCORDING
NEWS REPORTS, AMERICANS
HAVE SEEN INSPIRED BY LITTLE LARRY I
THEY'RE DONATING THEIR PENNY JARS
AND HOLDING BAKE SALES! AND FRANKLY...WE'RE To ucNED!

.

.....

Ad Manager
•••":7".

Nate Steiner Tamberlain Jacobs Jaci Johnson
News Editor

Photography Editor

Variety Editor
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Stop grading on attendance
Students' grades should reflect course knowledge demonstrated

WE THINK IT'S WoNDERFui, THAT oRDINARY AMERICANS ARE WILLING To HELP
PAY FoR DECADES of GOvERNMENTAL Cog: RUPTioN AND EXCESS' WHY, WITH THIS KiND
of SPIRIT, I'LL BET WE COULD ELIMINATE
DEfIciT ENTIRELY--

Studies have been done that show that students learn in different ways. Some
learn through the lectures, some through reading and others by doing both.
In some classes, participation is figured into the final grade. In these classes,
discussion and small groups are used as a learning tool, and all students would
miss out in the interaction.
Attendance then would be necessary for the student, but simply requiring a
student to attend class has little academic merit. Moreover, many professors who
administer lecture based courses and require attendance need to humble
themselves and the insight they wish to believe they have.
If the students are required to attend class, then the professor will be less
challenged to present an interesting lecture.
Students should attend class because they want to not because they feel
obligated to in order to pass a class which includes attendance as a percentage
of the grade. A better method may be to offer an incentive for those who miss
class less than a specified number of days.
Skipping class is not to be condoned. However, as students become more
involved in extracurricular activities as part of the whole college experience, they
are having to deal with time management, responsibility, and decision making.
Many events conflict with classes, attendance used as grading criteria, should
not be a consideration in these cases.
Students will consider the material that they would be missing and if it would be
detrimental to their grade. Could they gain the same information from a
classmate's notes or doing the reading on their own, since some instructors
simply reiterate the text?
Some students may also argue that they are the ones paying for the class and
if they choose not to attend class then who is really losing out. WSU students
are beyond high school and as adults many are paying for their education. The
students who choose not to attend class regularly hold their own destiny in their
hands and it should be their choice whether or not to attend class--not the
instructors'.

What?... your professor put your grade under water?
Yup... below C - level for missing classes.

,

--As LONG As EVERY MAN, WOMAN AND
cHILb IN AMERICA CAN Corn UP WITH

$16,000 APIECE, Tmtcr )5.

..BETTER START

BAKING, FOLKS...
.arsk

Attendance in some classes at Winona State is required as part of the grading
criteria. In some classes attendance can make a difference between a "13" and
"C" solely because it is figured into the final grade. This policy is followed by
instructors although WSU has no attendance policy.
Required class attendance should not be considered as criteria in grading.
Some students can do very well in classes where the lecture is supplementary
to the reading, especially in some of the mega classes. If a student can do the
required reading outside of class and get supplementary notes from a classmate
and still manage a grade which the student is satisfied with, then more power to
him or her.

by TOM TOMORROW
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Letters to the editor
Dr. Gunn's
death avenges
the unborn
To the Editor:

to see them melt and make a mess.
This tells us that there are individuals
out there who have little or no respect
for our campus, and we would like it
to be known that there are several
who do.
It may sound like a petty complaint from a few students living in
the residence halls, but we feel that it
is a problem that should not exist. In
all reality, we have to wonder what
prospective students, who tour that
area, must think when they see the
mess that exists there. If you have
ever been in that area lately, we are
sure that the problem is big enough
to not go unnoticed.
In conclusion, it is our hope that
those responsible for the problem will
have a change of heart, and realize
that desserts are meant to be eaten
and not discarded as a cheap, messy
laugh.

The execution of abortionist David
Gunn in Pensacola, Florida poses a
significant moral dilemma for those
involved in the commendable effort
to save unborn children, five thousand of whom have died at the hands
of Mr. Gunn.
The first question is whether David
Gunn's life had more value than those
of the children he intended to kill that
day. The second question is whether
a citizen has a moral right or even
obligation to act to save innocent lives.
The German officers who attempted
to assassinate Adolph Hitler were of Thank you.
course condemned and executed, but Sincerely,
history has treated them more kindly. Anna Felinski and Friends
One could certainly argue that
unborn children cannot be compared
to the millions of people who died
under Hitler's reign of terror, but the
difference is only a matter of time and
not degree. The unborn child is unquestionably a new, unique human
being who is indeed very much alive
and sometimes very much in her
mother's way in her efforts to either
continue her unchecked sexual be- To the Editor:
I would like to commend Student
havior or perhaps maintain her drive
toward a promising career. Those Senate President Adrienne Mitchell
who question this have only to ask for displaying good leadership and
this question: if the child is not a judgement concerning the Minnesota
living human being, why is it neces- State University Student Association
sary to procure an abortion? The (MSUSA) lobbyists' request to inother rationalization-the question of crease their fee charged to all stuwhen life begins- has a simple but dents by 30%.
Last month at the board of direclogical answer: life begins when it
begins. Nor does it work to argue tors meeting (the board of directors
that abortion is legal. Hitler's "final is made up of the student presidents
solution" also had the legal support of the 7 state universities) MSUSA
of the German government. The final management lobbied hard for the inargument-the belief that a woman crease to be determined by their
has "freedom of choice"-also does group. President Mitchell was one of
not apply to Mr. Gunn who per- only 2 student representatives who
formed abortions only for financial resisted this effort.
Adrienne Mitchell, in my opinion,
gain.
In the final analysis, it is safe to say acted responsibly and in students inthat David Gunn died as had lived, terest at Winona State University by
just one more casualty on the altar of not voting at that time to increase the
convenience that we euphemistically lobbyists fee we are charged, but incall "freedom of choice." Now, like stead brought the issue back to our
Adolph Hitler, Bill Clinton will campus where it belongs to be deavenge Gunn's death; and the man cided.
Even though some student senawho perhaps saved the lives of innocent children will himself face execu- tors used pa rlimentary procedure to
limit debate on the issue, President
tion for his sacrifice.
Adrienne Mitchell showed good
Donald J. Doerr
knowledge of the process and commitment to representing Winona State
students by standing up to bureaucrats in St. Paul.

Thanks to
President
Mitchell

Keep WSU
clean

To the Editor:
I am writing you this letter on
behalf of several concerned and frustrated students who live on the
Winona State's main campus. It is
our hope that you will help voice our
opinion to the rest of the student body
through the Winonan.
Throughout the year, residents of
the main campus have had to witness
an increase in disrespect for our buildings and facilities. There seems to be
a growing number of students who
choose to vandalize and vulgarize
the hallways in upper Kryzsko Commons, the vacant West Cafeteria, and
several sidewalks on campus, by depositing ice cream and other frozen
desserts wherever they choose, only

Sincerely,
Ed Zachary

Maintain the
Women's Study
program
To the Editor:
During a recent conference with
my advisor, Dr. Colette Hyman, I
inquired as to went the next Introduction to Women's Studies class was
scheduled to be taught. When she
informed me of the difficulties that
the program was having with maintaining its funding, I was both disappointed and greatly concerned.

I feel strongly enough about this
issue to take the time to bring it to
your attention.
Discontinuing the funding for the
Women's Studies minor here at
Winona State effectively denies at
least one-half of the student body the
educational opportunity to examine
an emerging role in society that is
uniquely their own.
Before the administration comes
to any sort of conclusion about funding for the Women's Studies program,
I would like to mention two points
about the way in which the program
was introduced and publicized which
I hope you will take into consideration.
The student body was really not
made aware of the existence of the
minor or its related courses until just
prior to preregistration for the winter
quarter. The delay in announcing the
minor and its related courses did not,
in my opinion, give students enough
notice to plan their schedules to include the Intro,:luction to Women's
S tudies class or oilier courses in the
curriculum core.
A second point related to publicizing the minor that I would like you
to consider is the fact that the
Women's Studies minor and related
course work do not appear in the
undergraduate catalog, a tool which
many students rely on heavily when
selecting courses.
Thank you for your time and consideration of this matter.

Sincerely,
Sandra L. Briggs
Senior Paralegal Major—
Women's Studies Minor

Don't cut KQAL
-restore education funding
To the Editor:
As a former staff and manager of
KQAL, I look back and credit my
experiences at the station, both good
and bad, to my current position at
TCI cable and KHME-FM.
Not only did work at KQAL enhance my broadcast skills, it provided
a network for jobs at commercial stations available via senior staff members.
I was at the station when the transmitter was moved from the Performing Arts Center to the bluff to improve signal.
I was also at the station when remodeling took place.
From a typical college radio station cluttered with old outdated machinery to a conglomeration of computerized high-tech equipment,
KQAL was transformed from a 1970
Chevy Caprice to a 1991 Corvette.
Even though a revised revenue
forecast reduced that amount (from
$780 million) to about $200 million,
the Minnesota State University Systern went underfunded.
No one knows what the final budget package looks like, but the University has to plan for the worst. The
worst scenario includes cutting
KQAL.
Gov. Carlson's trim the fat budget
plan has gone way to farbecause now
we are trimming the meat.

Sincerely,
Eric Haas
Senior mass communications
major
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Opinion
Celebrating diversity...
Big brother is watching

The

The U.S. role in Russia

By LISA M. VAZQUEZ
Columnist
George Orwell would be horrified
to find out that his fantasy has come
true to a certain extent. We have
become a society that has its back
watched and its people listed in a
large, locked file cabinet.
In this, an age that is supposedly a
free society and thus a democracy,
we have to fear that every word we
utter is being carefully recorded for
later use

I don't know about the rest of the
people living here, but I would personally15e afraid to pick up the phone
and say anything that would be misconstrued as 'drug codes' or attempts
at overthrowing the government.
The case for the government tapping our phone lines because of an
international student population is a
very weak one. How can it be justified to assume that a certain number
of students are secretly using Winona
to plan a coup?
That to me sounds as rational as
tapping the phones in a MexicanAmerican neighborhood to find out
if the Mexicans are upset about what's
happening in Mexico and are planning a massive revolt. How many
people could be watched based on
assumptions like this alone?

By BOB COSTELLO
Columnist

By RANDAL McDOWELL
Columnist
The president has been repeatedly criticized on varied issues since he took office, many justified, most not,
but one criticism hat he does not deserve is of his support
for Russian President Boris Yeltsin.
Yeltsin may not be the most smoothly polished politician but he is the best hope the United States and the
Russian people have for turning the Russian economy
around. In fact, he may be the only Russian politician
there is that has any vision of reform and progress.
Let's face it, the consequences of a Russia without
Yeltsin could mean a dictatorship, and that is not a
thought many of us would like to envision.
As a result, President Clinton cannot afford to remain
neutral, he must throw his political weight around and
influence those who support reform and democracy in
the former Soviet Union.
If president Clinton and
his administration do this,
both the Russian and American people will be better off.
Politically, support for Yeltsin
would be smart because the
United States cannot afford to
to continue to arm itself the
way it has in the past. After
all, much of America's economic future is dependent
upon making the much
needed cuts in defense spending and those cuts may be
blocked, or stopped altogether, if Yeltsin in removed.
Moreover, Clinton should encourage and stimulate
constructive change; he should come up with some
economic aid, he should encourage others to do the same
and he must reschedule Russia's debt. All of these can
and must be done if Russia and Yeltsin have any hopes
of surviving the economic mess their in.
Many critics contend that no amount of aid will help
Russia and that it is hypocritical of President Clinton to
provide aid for Russia when he is asking the American
people to make sacrifices for the health of their own
economic future. But I think that most of us recognize
that a stable and prosperous Russian economy in the
future is a much better pay off compared to chaos and
unpredictability.
The situation that now faces the Russian people is a
struggle between Yeltsin and a conservative congress
afraid of -reform.
And although the Russian people must determine
their own future, the United States must use every
means it has to provide support and aid for Yeltsin.
Yeltsin may not be exactly what the United States and the
Russian people would want to have as a president, but
it is obvious that the alternatives are limited and it is in
our best interest to see to it, as best we can, that the
Former Soviet Union Continue to follow a path of reform
and private ownership.

Do 3o U vier
Gt et Tile.
re-e.ii

I had a class last year where several students with certain 'connections' could tell us with utter certainty that in the small town of
Winona certain phones are being
tapped. I gathered from what they
were evasively trying to say was that
phones were tapped during the Persian Gulf War because of the large
numberof international students that
were living in the area. The phones
are also tapped because of a supposed small drug ring we have in the
town of Winona.
The town of Winona is still having
their phones tapped, these people
said, because the agents found out so
much about the town that they felt
they should continue to keep taps on
those activities.

ta onists

The drug ring is another interesting case. First of all, people have to
worry that they are speaking to people
who were offered the job of informant rather than jail time. How could
a sentence like, "What I wouldn't
give to be high right now," going to
be taken as to a person who feels
pressure from the police to report
any instances of drug use in Winona?
And, what ever happened to the
freedom of privacy act? I thought
what was done behind closed doors
was your own business. I suppose it
is unless your phone is wired.
The government has even gone as
far as to videotape Grateful Dead
concerts to record drug transactions,
and capture on film, people the government deems as "suspicious." They
also have undercover DEA agents
selling drugs to bust people at the
concerts. This sounds like an easy
way to rack up quotas in one night.

Granted, the use of drugs is definitely illegal, but how far can the
police go with undercover agents and
setting up people?
I understand that the very safety
of citizens is in the government's
hands and truthfully that's what
makes me afraid. The government
was accused of helping Kuwait for
oil, and ignoring other countries because they didn't have anything the
U.S. needed, so their record isn't clean
anyway. Why are they interested in
Grateful Dead concerts when we have
much more dire situations to worry
about? I think that the government
needs to put its priorities in order and
if they really want to bust people for
drugs then they should look towards
crack houses, not hippie concerts. Or
they could try and figure out why so
many of our elected officials come up
with their hands dirty, and their pockets full of money.

Russia is currently undergoing a multitude of
junctures both economically and politically. The
Russian economy is witnessing hyper-inflation while
attempting to implement market reforms. Some
people cannot even afford basic necessities which the
Communist regime provided them at massively subsidized prices. Russians are beginning to question
President Yeltsin's economic reforms and whether
the security of a totalitarian regime is better than the
uncertainty of a market system. There are political
problems as well. A political struggle between Yeltsin
and the Congress of People's Deputies could ultimately lead to Yeltsin's impeachment.
What should the United States' role be in this
realm of Russian chaos? I believe that we must be proactive in helping the Russians.
President Reagan's defense
policies won the cold war, but
if we sit by passively there
might be a reversion to the
cold war period. Furthermore, without U.S. help, Russia will continue to sell off
one of its most important resources - its military. Oil-rich
states (e.g., Iran) are willing
to pay top dollar for Russian
defense technologies and
weapons. In fact, Russia has
already sold several highly
sophisticated submarines to
Iran.
With our massive debt, we cannot afford to merely
give the Russians direct aid, but we can be influential
via other methods. For instance, albeit we have loaned
the Russian government great sums of money without them actually paying it back, we should make
further loans. However, instead of using past loan
agreements, there should be an alteration. Russia has
a plethora of natural resources (e.g., petroleum, gold,
uranium, diamonds, etc) which would be extremely
valuable to the U.S. Therefore, if Russia cannot pay on
their new loans, we can take payment in the form of
resources. Republicans in the House and Senate have
been saying this for months and the Russians have
stated they would make such an accord, but the
Clinton administration has not been willing.
We must also continue to send U.S. citizens to
Russia with governmental and economic background s
to instruct them. I recently heard a Russian scholar
state that Marxism-Leninism is still being taught in
Russian universities. Perhaps we could institute a
U.S.-Russian academic exchange. U.S. scholars could
teach Capitalism over there and Russians could further Communist beliefs of liberals over here.
Overall„ we need to aid Russia. The present costs
of aid will be far less than if there is another cold war.

FORUM
Should smoking be banned in all WSU buildin s?

It's a good ban. Being a
nonsmoker, I think this ban will
show respect to our right for a
better environment.

Torger Olson
sophomore, business administration major

I hope it will help me quit
smoking, which I have been
trying to do for a long time.
But this is not a fair judgment
for smokers.

Banning smoking in uncontrolled areas is one' thing, but
a ban on WSU campus as a
whole is unjustifiable.

Magumi Nakagomi
Carol Waldee
freshman, psychology major freshman, undecided major

Yes, people leave the designated area with a cigarette,
this is not a healthy practice.
But smoking outside is okay
and I would like them to be
outside rather than inside.

I wouldn't support it. If they
take the designated areas
away, people will start
smoking everywhere.

Brandon Scott Williams
senior, broadcasting major

Golam Abu
freshman, biology major

By ANDREW HOWES
Columnist &
FAZLY ALAHI
Photographer

Throughout most everyone's life who is reading this, the harmful effects
of the expensive and well-advertised habit of cigarette smoking have been
known. The Marlboro man has grown up to look more like an aging Rolling
Stone (i.e. Keith Richards) than a roving Don Juan, and the Virginia Slims
woman would more likely be a candidate for a Stomas-R-Us ad campaign
than a bikini-clad highway billboard.
Over the last few years though, the rights of those people who have chosen
to risk their health in full public view have come into jeopardy. Ranging
everywhere from airplanes to government-funded buildings and schools, the
emergence of colorful "No Smoking or Tobacco Use" signs have adorned the
once bare walls of these fine institutions.
Being a friend of more than one nicotine addicted individual, I couldn't
help but find some humorous realism in a bit from comedian Denis Leary's
No Cure For Cancer compact disc. Says Leary- "I don't care how many laws
they make. What's the law now, you can only smoke in your apartment, under
a blanket, with all the lights out, is that the rule now? The cops are outside 'We
know you're having a cigarette, come out of the house with the cigarettes
above yourhead.' You'll never get me copper, I'm never coming out see, cause

An areathat would undoubtedly be hit the hardest by the
smoking ban is the Smaug area...
I got a cigarette machine right here in my bedroom..."

While Leary may be taking the anti smoking situation a bit too seriously,
the presence of more and more regulatory laws have left many smokers out
in the cold. Although no student who chooses to smoke on the WSU campus
has been forced to go so far as to install a full-size cigarette machine in his or
her own dorm room, the possibility of smoking becoming entirely banned at
Winona State has recently surfaced.
An area that would undoubtedly be hit the hardest by the smoking ban is
the Smaug area in Krysko Commons, where dozens of smokers meet daily to
socialize and work on their different class assignments. Despite the fact that
only a few hours into any given day, a thick gray haze of smoke can be seen
within the Smaug area—weakening even the most hardened human being—
the potential ban on smoking in WSU is wrong.
As a non-smoker, I can sympathize with those of my fellow students who
find it both rude and disgusting to be left wide open to the risks of secondhand smoke inhalation. Yet as a friend to individual rights, I understand more
-

By doing so, the institution
could make a strong statement about the negative
effects of cigarette smoke on
health. This in turn might
have a positive effect on
behavior-modification for
smokers.
Jim Meyers
Chairperson of the geology
department

the problems that come with being a compulsive tobacco addict. Instead of
completely banning the practice of smoking on campus, further restrictions
could be placed on top of those already existing. Smokers could be allowed
only to room with other smokers (on the existing designated dormitory
floors) while the Krysko Commons building could be more properly divided
to ensure non-smokers a socializing area with a less harmful atmosphere.
The risk of indirect cigarette-related deaths could actually increase though
if the full-fledged restriction were to take place. Over the long Minnesota
winter, I can imagine that a smoker or two would fall short to fatigue and frost
bite while simply trying to snag a few drags in the sub-zero outdoor temperatures. And,as if it is not hard enough already for WSU tour guides to control
those students who feel the unstoppable urge to hollar obscenities at prospective classmates and their parents, imagine the dreadful sight if outside every
building on campus there stood a massive gathering of smokers, just waiting
for some innocent soul to ash on.
The restriction of smoking has already taken a major place in the dorms
and class halls on the WSU campus, and to completely ban the admittedly
dangerous hobby would really just be a waste of time and resources. Now on
the other hand, there is some merit to the idea of banning alternate side
parking and massive textbook fees and free copies of the Winonan and quiet
hours and R.A.'s and Rush Limbaugh and mandatory class attendance
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Cuts
•

"I can't believe
it's our
30th Birthday!"

Interruption

Continued from page 1

English department may have to be
cut because of a lack of faculty members to staff it.
"We're sorry that it (the proposal)
has to be done because it reduces the
amount of time we can use to offer
services to students," said Dr. James.
Nichols, the chair of the English department at WSU.
However, faculty chairs agree that
if the budget crisis at WSU continues,
this proposal, though painful, may
be the best course of action.
"The proposal is as fair a way as
you can go to cut costs," said Nichols.
"It is a fair minded proposal," said
Dr. Greg Schmidt, chair of the history
department, whose department
houses the paralegal program.
"What this proposal was designed
to do was to keep as many faculty
members as possible in the classroom," said Sweetland. "Classes are
more important than other activities
that faculty may be involved in outside of the classroom, not that those
activities are unimportant but classes

are our number one priority."
Still, most faculty hope and expect
that release time would be restored
as the economic situation improves,
especially if new funding is received
from the state legislature.
"The proposal came at a time when
the economic situation was bleak.
Now that it is improving I'll be interested to see how things are restored,"
said Schmidt "I'm hoping that most
of the release time, especially for the
paralegal program, will be restored."
"The proposal was a precautionary move and my impression is that
release time will be restored in the
future if the legislature gives the university additional funds," Nichols
sad.
"We (the deans) are looking at
establishing a priority list to see how
money will go back into the university as funding is restored," said
Sweetland
The proposal has not yet been approved and may be amended depending on WSU's economic situation.

Continued from page 1
a Christians in Action member who
was in Wood's party. "We left right
after that."
"We didn't know we were offending
people," said John Carlson, a Inter
Varsity Christian Fellowship member who was with Wood. "We were
sharing with them the gospel and it's
possible that that could offend anyone."
Russ-ell Hossain, another BSF
member who was at the meeting, said,
"We didn't ask them to leave because
we though that may be rude but we
told them we were having a meeting."
"They came in and started saying
how things could be done. I don't
have any problem with any religion
but I didn't appreciate it being done
when we were trying to hold a meeting," Hossain added.
CIA members did express regret
at the incident and said that CIA does
not condone preaching to unwilling
listeners.
"If they would have realized it
was a meeting they would not have

donethis," said Dave Babler, the campus minister of CIA who was not
part of the incident. "It's just that the
were sitting in the Smaug and the
Smaug is known as a social area so
they probably figured they (BSF members) were just hanging out."
Babler said that if the BSF had
closed of the Smaug and clearly
shown that they were holding a meeting themisunderstanding could have
been prevented.
"It's wrong to interrupt what you
know is a meeting," said Babler.
"They didn't know and we (CIA)
apologize."
"In retrospect, we would not have
gone there but from what I understood it was 0.K with them," said
Carlson.
"We were offended because he
(Wood) was forcing his thing on us,"
said Hossain.
Babler hoped the incident would
not cause BSF members to think that
4 his group is intolerant of other faiths.
"I used to live with a lot of Muslims and we got along fine and respected each other even though we
had different beliefs," Babler said.
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3M Scholarships
for State University System Juniors
like advantage of this opportunity to enhance your
skills at one of Minnesota's leading corporations
• Students of African-American, Hispanic, Asian and
Native American descent
• U.S. Citizens
• Majors : Business, Liberal Arts(some majors), and
Computer Science
What : Two $1,000 scholarships ( junior and senior year)
Paid summer internship at 3M
Quarterly leadership development seminars

How : Applications available at Cultural Diversity Office
122 Kryzsko Commons
When : Applications due by April 10, 1993
Where : Return completed applications to:
Cultural Diversity Office
122 Kryzsko Commons
Winona, Mn 55987
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Get
Classified
In The
Winonan.
Do you want tO send
someone a message?
Do you need to sell
something?
Just stop in at the
Winonan and fill out a
classified sheet. It's as
easy as 1 -2.-3.
Located in
Kryzsko Commons.
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parents every Sunday at exactly 5 o'clock,
they think I was kidnapped by allehr, or
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,,„
o matter where you happen to be, the AT&T
Calling Card can take you home.
It's also the least expensive way to call
state-to-state on AT&T, when you can't dial direct. With
the new AT&T Call and Save Plan, you'll get special discounts
on AT&T Calling Card calls* And once you have your card,

ill

you'll never need to apply for another.
If you get your Calling Card now your first call will
be free* And you'll become a member of AT&T Student
Saver Plus, a program of products and services that
saves students time and money.
All of which makes the AT&T Calling Card out of this world.
..••■••••■
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Brother's Birthday Bar plays the
song Bang-Bang by David
Sanborn at closing time.
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Variety
Newsman makes the big screen
By PAULA HOUSTON
Variety Reporter

Chuck Frederick, a former editor
of the Winonan, recently was a part of
a Disney movie filming in Duluth,

Minnesota.
The movie entitled " Iron Will " is
the story of a 17 year old boy who,
after his father dies suddenly, decides
to compete in a sled dog race from
Winnipeg, Canada to St. Paul, Min-

nesota. The movie portrays the trials
and tribulations he goes through in
hopes of winning the 10,000 dollar
prize money.
Frederick said, " They were open
auditions and I just decided to try it.

Courtesy of Chuck Frederick
Chuck Frederick, the Winonan editor during the 1988-89school year, has recently been Involved
with a movie called iron Will" being filmed in Duluth, Minnesota.

Excitement washed over me. In a small way, and for that brief moment, I felt like a
movie star, even if it was only by association. Sometimes dreams can come true."
Chuck Frederick

It was a once in a lifetime chance. "
Frederick received a part as an
extra and then went on to having an
actual title, but no lines.
He recalls being on the set and
seeing the assistant director and then
moving in his direction along with
the rest of the hundreds of extras. All
the while thinking, this could be it,
maybe he would be discovered and
given a starring role and would no
longer be just a body in the crowd
scenes.
As it turns out, he was spotted and
plucked from the crowd. The assistant director called him over.
"No longer was I one of the crowd
members who fill the ballroom for
the scene. My new job would be
handing out cigars in the bar area.
Right in front of the camera,"
comments Frederick.
According to Frederick, the next
few days were a perfect ending to the
last days on a movie set. He received
the whole royal treatment complete
with hair, wardrobe and makeup specialist, who made sure every hair was
in place, his tie perfectly positioned,

and not a bit of facial stubble showing.
Frederick says, " Other extras

called me " The Cigar Guy ". And I
even got to meet director Charlie
Haid. ( A former regular on "
Hillstreet Blues ".) I was in heaven as
we shot my big scene and my two
days of stardom came to an end. "
It did not end there.
The following day Frederick received a phone call with the local
casting director on the other end . The
director had seen him in the cigar
scene and wished to have him on
screen again.
He has now become one of the
background players, who blocks out
the spaces behind the actors. They
play many different roles; many of
them having to do with the media.
They were the reporters, photographers and race officials, who trailed
the dogsled race on the train.
" And we got to meet and talk
with the actors, many of whom I got
to know on a first name basis. Several
of us became friends during the long
hours we spent waiting together.

There were days when we sat ten or
more hours, and spent one hour on
the set, " says Frederick.
He was given the chance to meet
many of the stars, which includes
Kevin Spacey ("Consenting Adults
"), David Ogden Stiers ( M*A*S*H ) ,
and the star of "Iron Will" Mackenzie
Astin (probably best known for his
role on "Facts of Life") Plus
Mackenzie's mother Patty Duke.
" I played pool with Mackenzie
and he was a real nice guy. Very
personal, gracious and sincere.
Spacey was the clown on set," describes Frederick.
After the last scene was filmed,
Frederick said goodbye to the actors
and went to the warehouse to return
his costume. There he was encountered by a man who asked him for his
autograph. Frederick told him he
was only an extra, but that made no
difference to the man.
"I signed the cap feeling giddy
from the request. Excitement washed
over me. In a small way, and for that
brief moment, I felt like a movie star.
Even if it was only by association.
Sometimes dreams can come true,"
concludes Frederick.

Forensics on top again
By JACQUELYN JOHNSON
Variety Editor

SUSAN COLLIE
Assistant Forensics Director

Brian Basham/Asst. Photo Editor
Members of the WSU Forensics team that participated in the Phi Kappa Delta 80th
Anniversery National Convention and Tournament held at the University of Paget Sound in
Tacoma, Wash.

The Winona State University Forensics team travelled to the Phi
Kappa Delta 80th Anniversary National Convention and Tournament
held at the University of Puget
Sound in Tacoma, Washington,
March 17-20.
The Winona State Forensics team
took fifth place as a team out of 73
eligible schools, earning Winona
State a SUPERIOR award in Individual Events.
Overall in the combined Individual Events and Debate, Winona
State took seventh place out of 87
participating institutions, earning an
EXCELLENT award.
Awards at the Pi Kappa Delta
National Tournament are determined by percentages of Superior,
Excellent, and Good placings.
Participating at the Pi Kappa
Delta National Tournament were
students Thomas Bartl, Bruce
Brinkman, Chelly Christiansen,
Paula Harder, Mike Larson, Dena
Thorson, and Christopher Wink as
well as Susan Collie, Assistant Director of Forensics and Mark Folcken,
Assistant Coach.
Individual Results were as fol-

Abortion regrets

lows:
• Poetry
Paula Harder- Superior
Dena Thorson- Excellent
• Dramatic Interpretation
Chelly Christiansen- Superior
Paula Harder- Excellent
Dena Thorson- Excellent
• Persuasive Speaking
Chelly Christiansen- Excellent
• Impromptu Speaking
Bruce Brinkman- Excellent
Mike Larson- Good
Thomas Bartl- Good
• Prose Interpretation
Thomas Bartl- Excellent
Paula Harder- Excellent
• Duo Interpretation
Bartl/ Christiansen- Excellent
Harder/ Brinkman- Excellent
• Speech to Entertain
Bruce Brinkman- Good
• Informative Speaking
Chelly Christiansen- Good
• Extemporaneous Speaking
Bruce Brinkman- Good
"It was interesting to see so many
different forensics teams from the

It's nice to have a successful
and competitive program."
Forensics Coach
Steven Collie
United States. Even the University
of Guam was there. It was good to
learn other styles and how people
present different pieces," said
Sophomore, Theater Arts/ Speech
Education major, Mike Larson.
"I met all kinds of people, got to
hear their events, and also got the
chance to get to know them," said
Forensics member, Chelly
Christiansen.
Bruce Brinkman has recently
been nominated to be district
representative for District Four at
the American Forensics Association.
"I am presently the regional
representative for the National
Forensics Tournament. I am
honored to be nominated for this
new position, said Brinkman.
'This is great, the best WSU's
ever done at the Pi Kappa Delta
tournament. It is the best
performance Sue and I have ever
coached. It's nice to have a
successful and competitive
program," said Forensics Coach
Steven Collie. •

Spring Fever

By JESSICA ADSIT
Variety Reporter

Hundreds of pro-life and pro-choice advocates gathered together last
Sunday, March 28 at St. Mary's college in Winona to listen to what exabortionist Carol Everett had to say.
Everett spoke about the topic of abortion from a very experienced point of
view. She has worked at and opened several abortion clinics in the United
States. She has also had one abortion herself. She was responsible for more
than 35,000 abortions.
"I see more and more Americans coming out and I'm glad," said Everett.
She was referring to the surprising fact that more people are standing up for
the pro-life movement since the Supreme Court has seemed to be leaning in
the opposite direction.
Everett is the author of the book, Blood Money. In this book, she stresses
her feelings that abortionists are in the business simply for the money. She
believes that they will do virtually anything to get more and more women to
chose abortion over delivery of a child.
"The abortion industry has created a market by going into the schools,"
said Everett. She claims that while she worked for the industry, doctors and
nurses visited schools and taught the children about sex. As the kids got a
little older, they returned to the school, and taught them about birth control.
They convinced the young girls that their mothers were "fuddy-duddies"
and preceeded to put these girls on birth control pills. They were on a lowdose, high failure rate pill that would only be effective if taken at the exact
same time every day. They did this knowing that these girls would not
remember to do this, and would eventually get pregnant and go to the clinics
for an abortion.
The clinics also trained their employees how to "sell" an abortion. When
a women would call the clinic for advice and counseling, they were convinced
that abortion was the only answer.
"A women would call not understanding that the so-called 'counselors'
that answer the phone are skillfully trained as telemarketers," said Everett.
"They always told the women, 'We can take care of the problem. No one
needs to know."'
One of the most horrifying things that Everett feels takes place in the clinics
is the number of abortions performed on women that are not pregnant. She
believes that this is the proof that abortionists are so concentrated on money.

"People either learn from others' mistakes, or they
repeat them. My prayer is that you will learn from
my mistakes."

Carol Everett

"Why do I believe some one who is trained to save lives would be willing
to take lives? I believe it's for money," said Everett.
She said that when women come in to the clinics, they are given a
pregnancy test. They have the mother watch the test turn positive because
they feel it is an extremely pov■erful visual aid.
If the test turns negative, thedoctor will explain that the test is too sensitive
to pick up an early pregnancy and a sonogram would be more accurate. When
examing the women's uterus, if the doctor finds just a simple shadow, he
locks the picture on the screen into place and tells the women that she is
pregnant and this is her chid.
Because the doctor needs to have some sort of specimen from the abortion,
he/she scrapes out a bit of lining from the unpregnant women's uterus.
It was at Everett's own abortion clinic that these false abortions were
exposed. Channel 4 in Dallas, TX sent reporters into the clinic who knew that
they were not pregnant. The doctors did a sonogram on a couple of these
women, told them that they werepregnant, and attempted to convince them
to abort the child.
It was soon after this, that Everett left the industry. She realized then that
the money was the most important thing to these abortionists.
Everett spoke a lot about herreligious convictions.
Junior Elementary Education major Kari Phillipson said, "I was very
pleased how she added Jesus in toher presentation. That is, afterall, the basis
of. morality."
The number of false abortions is not reported. Neither is the correct
number of abortions performed. In Everett's clinic, there were two sets of
books containing the number ofabortions—one that was reported, and one
that was not.
These doctors are able to do as many as 10-12 abortions per hour. There

See Abortion, page 11

Laurel Foust/Winonan Staff

Chris Larson, a 19 year old Winona resident, used the
steps of Kryszko Commons next to Prentiss-Lucas to
Jump off of during the spring weather last Friday
afternoon.
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Criticism Sz Review
Desilu sheds light on couple's hidden life
Book reveals more to Lucy and Desi than onstage romance
By SUSAN BISCO
Literary Critic

Sanders, Coyne Steven and Tom
Gilbert. Desilu: The Story of Lucille
Ball and Desi Arnaz. New York:
William Morrow, 1993. 384pp $23.00.
Desilu: The Story of Lucille Ball and
Desi Arnaz, co-written by Coyne
Steven Sanders and Tom Gilbert, is a
carefully documented, detailed
account of the lives of Lucille Ball,
Desi Arnaz and Desilu Productions.
As the title suggests, the book focuses
mainly on Desilu Productions, but
does shed new light, or previously
ignored light on Lucille and Desi,
their life together and apart.
Desilu jumps erratically through
time in the first chapters to hastily
recount Lucille's early years in
Hollywood and Desi's early years in
Cuba. The first ten years of their
marriage is skimmed over in almost
the same breath, setting the stage for
what Sander and Gilbert obviously
chose as most important, or more
documentable, the Desilu years.
Unfortunately, this quick skim merely
wets the appetite to know more about
these early years, of Lucille's years as
"The Queen of the B's" and of Desi's
escape from Cuba when Castro came
to power. Although tidbits are offered later, it is not until near the end
of the book that Lucille and Desi

emerge as the main interests.
Instead, the focus throughout is
on Desilu Productions and the early
years of television. The bulk of the
book is quotes about Desilu's financial standing, which series it was
going to produce, how it expanded,
what its demise was. To be fair, the
title of the book warns of this focus.
Unfortunately, there are not many
ways to make this type of reading
interesting. However, between the
financial and ratings reports there
are glimpses of Lucille Ball and Desi
Arnaz, as well as much information
on the pioneer days of television.
From the start, Desilu uses quotes
heavily, a majority of the time, from
friends and colleagues. There are
few editorial comments made, creating a text that seems completely objective. There are contradictions between sources, some seeming bitter
toward Lucille or Desi, some seeming overly admiring, some seeming
to see Desi and Lucille as they were,
both the bad and the good. Most
predominant among these, and one
of the most credible sources, is Lucie
Arnaz, Lucille's and Desi's daughter.
The authors credit Lucie as being an
important force behind this book.
Desi emerges in Desilu for possibly the first time, as much more than
Mr. Lucille Ball. Sander's and
Gilbert's sources point to Desi as a
warm, caring genius with lots of prob-

Cash appeals to
diverse audience

"Lucille was quite interested in CBS's offer of a
television version of My
Favorite Husband, perhaps not viewing the of-'
fer as a particularly good
career move, but rather a
means to save her marriage....
Her plans met with immediate opposition.
("They thought Desi was
just a bongo player," said
Lucille.) Although Desi
and Lucille had already
successfully appeared
together on a December
1949 Ed Wynn television
show, CBS executive
Hubbell Robinson immediately vetoed to idea, assuring them television audiences certainly would

not accept the notion that
the "All-American typical
redhead" Lucille was
married to, as Desi put it,
"A Latin bandleader with a
`Cuban Pete' conga-drum
Sabalu' image."
"What do you mean,
nobody'll believe it?" Lucille
shot back. "We are
married!"
Kw,

Malcolm X a powerful movie
Film arrives in Winona for a one night performance
By ELLEN HUGGETT
Film Critic
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By GREG TALMO
Music Critic

The Wheel. Rosanne Cash. The Wheel, Seventh Avenue, Change Partners,
Sleeping in Paris, You Won't Let Me in, From The Ashes, The Truth About You,
Tears Falling Down, Roses In The Fire, Fire Of The Newly Alive, If There's A God
On My Side. (44:40) COLUMBIA. 52729. (CD).
p

Recording:
Middle of the Road
Performance: Dreamy
This is not your father's "Ring of Fire."
If you are following the same career as your father, comparisons are
inevitable, and I just couldn't resist. This is not to say, however, that the lead
sentence of this article is not correct. It is. i f you are thinking of buying this
album to hear something along the lines of "Ring of Fire," or "I Walk The
Line," you will be disappointed.
This is not to say, however, that the album is not worth owning; it is. But,
3nly if you know what to expect. The album cover informs us that "Seventh
Avenue" and "The Wheel" have been released as singles. If you have heard
hese two tracks on KG-Country you have basically heard the album. After
istening to it, I was surprised to find out that there were more than just those
wo songs.
Nothing on The Wheel conies right out and grabs you. Then again, it is not
.upposed to. This CD is meant it insinuate into your consciousness before
ou know what hit you, i.e. it grows on you like fungus. The best way to
escribe the songs is to say that they are nice, and dreamy. In fact it is a lot
ike Yanni in that respect. This is an album that makes for perfect backround music. Or music to entertain to. A good meal, dim lights and a bottle
f wine is the prefect atmosphere for this album.
The Wheel goes a long way to show how arbitrary the distinctions among
usic really are. If it were not for her previous work and heritage, it would
•e very hard to justify putting this album in the "country" section of your
ocal friendly record store. "Adult contemporary," "folk" or "pop" areas apt
description of this album as "country" is — perhaps even better. This
Ibum is no more "country" than early Joni Mitchell, the Indigo Girls, or
me of R.E.M.'s work. But, the industry being what it is, this is a "country"
lbum. Unfortunately labeling it thus, will alienate many people who will
ismiss something based on its label. Then again, perhaps this is not so bad.
eople who refuse to step out of their narrow prejudices and see things for
hat they are— thus prejudging based upon a label applied others — will
of understand this album exactly for that reason: is defies categorization.
Don't get me wrong, The Wheel is no Whitney Houston, Tracy Chapman,
arth Brooks, or Yanni album. But it does blend elements of all these artists
nto a holistic package that defies not only the narrow classifications of the
usic business, but also the austerity and insularity of "country music." By
• doing, Cash has created an album that will appeal to a broad range of
usic fans, not just country aficionados.
In summary, Rosanne Cash has created for herself a sound that is all her
wn. Some may like it, some may not. I personally find it very dull, but the
nlyway to decide if you like this album is to listen to it: just like everyalbum
er made.

BAIIA N D{SI ARNAT

lems. The corroboration of dozens of dies completely unacknowledged by
sources makes this portrait of Desi the television industry and Lucille is
credible. While reporting the unde- struggling to maintain not only a
niable gambling, womanizing, and physical image for a critical audience
alcoholism, the authors also report but also a comedic image. Spurned
an admirable man who actually built when she tried something new, she
Desilu Productions and nurtured it was reluctant to evolve from her Lucy
until being forced to leave due to his Ricardo image, thereby producing
alcoholism. Lucille herself through- one last disaster in her seventies called
out the book credits Desi Arnaz with Life With Lucy, which aired in the
talents that went far beyond his im- eighties and is unfortunately her last
efforts.
age of a Cuban bongo player.
It is unfortunate that, like so many
At the same time, the portrait of
Lucille in Desilu is far less than flat- biographies of Hollywood legends, it
tering. While acknowledging is the later years that are the most
Lucille's unattested comedic genius, stressed. The last image we see is of
most of the sources recall most viv- Lucille's fragile damaged skin taped
idly her bouts of temper and mood up to appear to be a facelift when she
swings, her inability to communicate, could not have one and a monotone
her insecurities and phobias, the pro- baritone voice. Desi's final image is
tective barrier she wrapped around an overweight, aged man who lived
herself. While this portrait of Lucille too hard and fast.
Despite the shortcomings of Desilu:
is perhaps not the one that Americans have grown up with, it is a cred- The Story of Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz,
ible portrait, again because of the any true I Love Lucy fan will find
scores of sources used by Sanders enjoyment and some interesting
and Gilbert who truly admired insights as well as a good number of
Lucille, but were willing to talk can- previously unpublished photos. Most
didly about her. Unfavorable reports of all, fans will be reassured of
were tempered many times over with Lucille's and Desi's undying love for
the complete understanding of her each other, despite divorce. It is fitfew close friends and associates, who ting that the final page is a photo of
see Lucy in a tragic sense, someone Lucille and Desi together in a Desilu
who could not enjoy her life and suc- office with baby pictures of each behind them labeled "Our President"
cess.
The most poignant segment of and "Our Vice President" respecDesilu comes at the end, when Desi tively.

By the time this goes to press, the
Academy Awards will be history,
and you'll already know this year's
winners of a most prestigious award
in the film industry. Were I eligible
to vote, my choice for favorite leading role by a male performer would
easily go to Denzel Washington. His
representation of the legendary
Malcolm X was superb, and his uncanny resemblance to the man in itself deserves an Oscar.
I was oneof few fortunate Winona
State students whose schedule was
flexible enough to attend the "generous" one-day showing of Malcolm X
here in Winona on February 16.
Knowing very little about the man
when I entered the theater, I left after
three exhilarating hours feeling
drained, yet with a much better appreciation of his legacy (and wanting
to learn even more).
. If you caught the book review in
last week's issue of the Winonan, then
you may already be familiar with the
autobiography of Malcolm X as written by the late Alex Haley, which was
the basis of this film. With a reputation for controversial films, director

tence that he begins a metamorphic
journey to the teachings of Allah and
eventually becomes the dynamic
leader of the Black Revolution. We
see Malcolm X as an over-achiever,
spending not nearly enough time with
his family as they would prefer. By
Spike Lee's talent rose to even higher the ground, wounded by Shorty's integrating all these phases of his life,
levels in this 1992 production with imaginary blow. One can almost feel Malcolm X is viewed not as the glorisuperb cinematography and a finely the wind being knocked out of fied Muslim leader, but as a human
tuned script. A powerful lead-in Malcolm X as the camera captures his being with visions, dreams, tragedies
during the opening credits is the hor- kiss with the earth.
and failures much like our own. Yet
As the story progresses through few of us can even begin to imagine
rific footage of the Rodney King beathis
life,
another
impressive
technical
ing alternating with a full shot of the
ourselves having to struggle for equalAmerican Flag. The tone of the film is aspect using black and white filming ity and justice in the way he and his
immediately set: things really haven't gives a realistic edge. Each time the people have in our so-called "free"
changed all that much during the last press is hovering about Malcolm X, country.
400 years in this country deemed the the colored real-world images turn to
After building up to a dramatic
black and white as they are viewed finale with the assassination of
"land of the free."
through
the
lens
of
the
camera.
In
Lee incorporates a variety of camMalcolm X, Lee poignantly warps us
era angles throughout the film, giv- addition, footage from actual histori- back to the present during the closing
ing a wide range of viewing for his cal news reels from the 60s are mixed credits with Nelson Mandella adaudience. He uses several 360-de- in, such as the race riots and the assas- dressing a classroom of young chilgree pan shots of settings, creating a sinations of JFK and Martin Luther dren, the innocents, unaware of the
full image of elements not always King, Jr. This produces a documen- history behind them and stakes that
seen by the viewer. As another ex- tary effect, an excellent way to pro- lie ahead of them.
ample during a scene when Malcolm mote the reality of events to the audiDon't miss Malcolm X when it hits
X and Shorty (a character that Lee ence.
the video stores. Not only a high
Malcolm X is portrayed colorfully quality, entertaining production, it is
should have given to someone other
than himself) are playing cops in their (he adorned a flashy wardrobe in his extremely educational and thought
younger days, the camera begins with earlier days) and honestly, from a provoking. And make sure you have
an overhead shot as if watching from carefree ladies' man to a hoodlum; a a box of tissue handy.
a perch in a tree. The camera cuts to pimp, a thief and dope dealer. It is
a low angle as Malcolm X collapses to while serving a hard-core jail sen-

The tone of the film is immediately set: things really
haven't changed all that much during the last 400 years in
this country deemed the "land of the free."

TV: the root of all evil?

Television takes the rap for society's problems
are they are "gravitationally enhanced" because they eat too much while
watching television.
Secondly, I agree with the point that kids have fewer hobbies and friends
I was perusing through the November 3, 1992 issue of Family Circle the more they watch television. If a kid's watching over four hours a day, he's
magazine in the break room at work the other day (hey, being at Shopko got reruns of The Jeffersons to worry about; he doesn't care about anything
for more than fifteen minutes at a time can have a strange effect on a man), else. However, I think that someone is "passing the buck" as far as the less
and I came across an absolutely lovely article entitled, "Turn off TV-Tune effort on schoolwork/poorer reading skills problem is concerned. If your kid
In to Family." This was concerned with the role of the television in the can't read or won't do their homework, someone's not doing their job as a
parent.
American household, and offered healthy alternatives
Later in the article, Dr. Sullivan offers some nonto television-watching from Secretary of Health and
television alternatives to create more quality family
Human Services Dr. Louis W. Sullivan. Before I get
time. One is to let the kids write down the shows that
into the meat of the article, here's a few tidbits of
they want to watch, and then add up the time and set
The only way television
information from a five-year study conducted by the
that as the weekly time limit for television. If your
American Psychological Association:
can be considered
show isn't on, the television goes off. I think we all
Fact: The average American family watches 28
know
that kids aren't stupid. Little Jimmy's going to
responsible
for
a
person's
hours of television per week.
tell his big sis Jenny to not circle the same shows that he
Fact: The likelihood of obesity increased 2% with obesity is if the person
does, so they can watch all the television they want be
every hour of television watched per day.
only be responsible for half. Besides, who watches the
Fact: Children who watch four or more hours of sits down and eats their
television programs that they don't want to watch?
television a day expend less effort on schoolwork,
Another tip is to focus on fitness; get the family to
have poorer reading skills, play less well with friends television with a side order
exercise
together. What nobody realizes is that you can
and have fewer hobbies and activities than moderate of TV Guide.
exercise and watch television at the same time. Take
viewers.
my house, for example. Whenever we're all watching
Okay, you might have your own opinions about
television we play games like "couch cushion remote
those figures, but I personally don't feel that they hold
hunt" and the "couch to fridge to couch beer dash" (my
too much weight. If you would like to discuss them
roommate Mike O'Connor currently holds the Minnewith me, I'd be happy to listen....I'll be the 5600 pound
guy hanging around the Academic Affairs office with no friends, nothing sota record). Have we all forgotten how healthy it is to laugh? I get in an
to do, and a "Hooked on Phonics" cassette stuffed in my front jeans pocket. average of 7-10 situps thanks to the hilarity of Seinfeld, The Simpsons, and
First of all, blaming obesity on television is like blaming alcoholism on Cheers !
What I'm getting at here is, it's not the television's fault. No one forces you
the liquor—neither are directly at fault. There's someone there in the
middle that isn't playing by the rules. The only way television can be to turn it on, and no one forces you to sit there in front of it all night. I think
considered responsible for a person's obesity is if the person sits down and it's time to stop whining and start realizing that Dr. Sullivan and the entire
eats their television with a side order of TV Guide. Other than that, chances American Psychological Association are behind the remote control, just like
you and I are.

By RON ERDMANN
Television Critic
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Artists' Rapport

191

Nutrition Nibbles

Continued from page 9

Tamberlain Jacobs/Photo Editor

David Baker, one of the artists represented in the Watkins Gallery, spoke with
a WSU student attending a reception last Thursday evening.

are teams of women getting one
woman set up for the procedure while
the doctor is performing it on a
different one. The doctor simply
moves from room to room where each
women is all ready for the surgery.
Everett reported that an abortionist makes an average of $75 from one
abortion. If this doctor perfoms 12
abortions an hour, he is making $900/
hour.
The fact that Everett's presentation was based upon facts pleased
much of the audience.
"I liked how straight forward and
informative she was," said Phillipson.
Junior Nursing Major Tara
Schwantz is a pro-choice advocate.
She has never heard a pro-life speech
given from Everett's perspective.
"I'm glad that she didn't condemn
pro-choice people," said Schwantz.
'That would've made me very angry."
Everett speaks to people across
the nation about her experiences in
the abortion industry. She said,
"Peopleeither learn from others' mistakes, or they repeat them. My prayer
is that you will learn from my mistakes."

WHAT'S GOING ON. • •

Isbreakfast really the most important meal of the day? Only if you'
to control your weight, concentrate better in class, study more efficien t
have more energy, and be less irritable and short tempered.
Breakfast eaters are more successful in controlling their weight beat
breakfast results in an immediate increase in metabolism, and it hel
prevent overeating later in the day. People who skip breakfast tend
overeat later, snack more impulsively, and consume more fat than bre 2
fast eaters. If you don't have time for a sit-down meal, simply grab
breakfast-to-go on your way out the door, such as a bagel, banana, lug
box, muffin, or left-over pizza.

Brenda Koth, WSU Nutritioni!

The

Fool's Five
Road Race
Sunday, April 4, 1993 1 p.m.
Lewiston High School
Lewiston, MN
(Just 12 Miles East of Winona on Hwy. 14)

MALAYSIAN DINNER
The tenth annual Malaysian Dinner will be held on April 3 at 7 p.m. in Lourdes Hall. The Dinner is sponsored by
the WSU Malaysian-American Chapter and will offer Malaysian, Chinese and Indian cuisine and live entertainment.
Tickets are on sale at the International Student Office, $10.00 for adults and $6.00 for children under 12.

ALUMNI JAZZ ENSEMBLE
The Winona State University Music Department will offer an "Alumni Jazz Ensemble" concert on April 3 at 8 p.m.
in the Performing Arts Center on the main stage. The concert will feature graduates from the past 25 years. Tickets
are $3 for adults and $2 for students and senior citizens.

BLOODDRIVE
Winona State University will host the American Red Cross Bloodmobile on April 1. The Drive will be held in Dining
Rooms C and D of Kryzsko Commons from 11 a.m. until 5 p.m.

•5 and 1 mile race on Blacktop Course
•8 age groups for men
•8 age groups for women
•Many trophies and medals
•FREE snacks, soft drinks and ice cream
for all runners, families and race donators
•Drawing for speed bike

All Proceeds el be donated to
Cancer Research

tor Calm

.3, 1993 6-8 p.m.

FRESHMAN ORIENTATION
50 leaders and 50 assistants will be selected to work with 20-25 incoming freshmen, help them learn about campus
life, conduct campus tours, and help students get to know each other. Applications are available in the office of
advising and retention (Phelps 129) and in the counseling center (Gild. 132). Application deadline is April 12.
CULTURAL DIVERSITY COMMITTEE
The Cultural Diversity Committee is looking for people to join. They are also looking for people interested in helping
out or being involved with the upcoming Peace Fest. Interested persons should come to the meeting at 8:30 p.m.
on Sunday in the West Alumni Lounge or contact Justis Wilkins in the Student Senate Office.
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For/More nwrormaiMw ca//or wine.
Dianne Rislow, Box 237, Lewiston, MN 5592
(507) 523-3484
Gary Mills, Box 207, Lewiston, MN 55952
(507) 523-2859
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For Chemical
Careers in the '90s,
The Only Constant
is Change
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Prepare for change with ACS
Career Services:
♦ Career Consultants
♦ Employment Clearing

Adults $9.00
Childre(under
10) $6.00
11114,
For More Information Coll:
lift International Office '457 - 5303
1.44
Student Union 457 - 5310
or Naheed 452 - 2268

lew

Houses
♦ Professional Data Bank
♦ Resume Review
♦ Job-Search Workshops
♦ Salary Surveys
♦ Classified Ad Discounts

410s
Put ACS Career Services to
work foryou ... for your
entire career.

ACS CAREER SERVICES
For more Information call Erika at
800/227-5558 or 2021872-4432
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Sports
Final
Four
Formula
By DAVID BOEHLER
Co-Sports Editor
Every year at this time, people
[tithe sports world are depressed
because some no-name school
upset their team they picked to
win them big money in the local
pool for the NCAA Basketball
Tournament.
Itis obvious that picking from
a field of 64 teams is actually
harder and more time consuming
than some of the "Intro" classes
that are offered for the players at
these fine institutions.
Any psychic knows the real
way to come up with the Final
Four teams that will compete this
weekend in New Orleans.
They use the "Process of
Elimination" method which is
easy to comprehend and will be
distributed across businesses and
campuses starting next year.
Divide the 64 teams by the 16
different categories to get four.
1) Enter the Big Dance via
winning
a
conference
tournament and Piss-off
Countless Numbers of Gopher
Fans Category.
Leaving March Madness
early are Missouri, Santa Clara,
Penn, and Northeast Louisiana.
2) The Border Wars.
Minnesota coach Clem
Haskins is so mad his tearn didn't
make it , he will see to it teams
from neighboring states will not
survive.
Marquette, Iowa, and Iowa
State, meet Clem.
3) Where Did You Say You
Went to School?
These two schools must have
handed out some detailed maps
for their students to find the campus, let alone the city.
Good-Bye Coppin State,
Southern University.
4) The Dictionary Category.
Teams that make it hard for
their own players to spell their
school correctly have to go.
Maybe next year, TennesseeChattanooga, Cincinnati,
Massachusetts, Xavier, and Louisville.
5) Nickname Nuisances
Who thought of these
ridiculous team names, anyway?
Sorry, but not this year.
The Jaspers of Manhatten,
Purdue Boilermakers, Southern
Illinois Salukis, Western
Kentucky Hilltoppers, Evansville Purple Aces (the uniforms
made matters worse), Tulane
Green Wave, Wake Forest
Deamon Deacons, and the Utah
Utes.
6) Geography Quiz
Since when is California in
the Midwest, Arkansas in the
East, and Coastal Carolina in the
West? Elimination.
7) State Schools Must Go.
Long Beach, Kansas, Ball,
Memphis, Tennessee, Boise, New
Mexico, and Oklahoma all are
followed by "State."
No can do in this process.
8) Tech Schools Must Go.
Georgia and Texas can't stay.
9) Initials another no-no.
FSU, LSU, BYU, SMU, and
UCLA all must exit early.
10) Teams that NBA Scouts
Would Have No Interest In.
Temple, Rhode Island, New
Orleans, and Nebraska. Recruit
a superstar and ask for entrance
next year.
11) The 'Big' East?
Nothing was big about the
Big East Conference this year.
Pitt, Seton Hall, and St. John's
all can watch on T.V.
12) Overrated teams that
won't last.
Arizona; Vanderbilt, Virginia,
and New Mexico. Go as the
underdog next season.
13) Players that were not
made for the cameras.
Illinois' AndyKaufmann and
Duke's Bobby Hurley are too

See Boehler, page 13

Men's volleyball eyes nationals in Texas
By DAVID BOEHLER
Co-Sports Editor
Texas here we come.
The Winona State University men's
volleyball club can let a sigh of relief
out now that they have been invited
and have the funding to compete in
the Collegiate Club Nationals at the
University ofTexas starting April 14th.
Luckily the Warriors were asked to
partake in the festivities before last
weekend's conference tournament at
Macalester College.
The team finished with a 6-3 record,
good enough for the Silver Bracket
(consolation) Championship.

WSU ended up in 9th place out of
16 teams in the conference standings.
"We played them (UniSaid head coach Amy Kolbet, "We
versity
of Minnesota)
were kind of embarrassed with the
results since we played so well all
really tough. Those
year."
games were probably
"Saturday morning (8:00 a.m. to be
the best we've played
exact,) the Warriors came out flat and
couldn't get going," said Kolbet.
all season."
St. Cloud defeated the Warriors, 20.
Coach Amy Kolbet
The University of Minnesota then
beat Winona by the same score.
"We played them really tough," on Crown (Minn.) College, winning 2said Kolbet. "Those games were prob- 0.
ably the best we've played all season."
The team was then inserted in the
WSU bounced back, taking it out Silver Bracket, losing its first match to

Softball earns
three wins

the University of North Dakota, 2-0.
Said Brian Schramm, who was
named to theall-conference team, "We
get too complacent in the beginning.
Then little by little we play harder and
eventually achieve decent results."
With the help of Doug Johnson and
Doug Keddie, the Warriors finally
played at its peak level.
Winona swept St. Olaf, Bethel,
Crown, and St. John's, all 2-0.
Revenge was a factor in the St.
John's game, as the Johnnies beat WSU
in last year's national tourney.
In the Championship game, the
Warriors fell behind early to St. Olaf,
losing the first game 15-5, then were

down 9-2 in the second match before
the team got determined to win.
After a timeout, Winona fought
back and won, 15-11.
The third and final game used rally
score to decide the winner.
WSU easily won, 15-3, which is
hard to do in rally play.
"You never hold a team to 3 points
in a rally," says Kolbet.
So the Warriors are headed south,
with 23 others teams from across the
nation.
"Our goal is to make it in the top
eight," said Schramm.

Velcro Grip

By KEVIN BECHARD
Sports Reporter
Last week, Winona State University's women's softball team finished with
three wins and one loss, after playing a pair of games on Sunday and Monday.
The team won both of their games on Sunday, as WSU defeated Briar Cliff
12-1 and Mayville State 11-6.
Going into Monday's games, the Warriors had their heads held high, but
fell to Wayne State 7-6 in eight innings. The Warriors fell behind 3-0 early in
the game, but with four straight singles and RBI's by catcher Keri Grovdahl,
third baseman Kari Russell, Gina Trimble, and Colleen Perkinsen, WSU
managed to take a 4-3 lead in the sixth inning. A wild pitch and a throwing
error added three more runs to the Warriors lead.
But the Wildcats did not stay behind long, as they quickly tied the game
with three runs in the top of the seventh inning, and then eventually got the
winning run home in the eighth.
WSU pitcher Misha Rumsch went the entire game, but took the loss in the
eighth frame. She allowed 12 hits and six earned runs, and she also mowed
down four batters on strikes and did not give up any walks.
The second game proved to be a better one for the lady Warriors as they
clinched their eighth victory of the season with a nonconference win against
the Coyotes of University of South Dakota, 8-1.
Shannon Foster charred the plate with her heat as she allowed only five hits
in five innings. She earned her first decision of the season as she gave up one
run, struck out four, and walked one.
The Warriors scored a run in each of the first three innings, and then rallied
for five unearned runs in the fifth, which in turn rewarded WSU the sevenrun-lead-by-five-innings rule.
Upon entering the fifth inning, the Warriors had a satisfying lead, but
Perkinsen added more of a cuishon hitting a two run double. Two more runs
crossed the plate on a USD error. Karlyn Keuter's RBI single gave the Warriors
their eighth run.
The Coyotes committed five errors in five innings as WSU earned only two

Tamberlaln Jacobs/Photo Editor
Anna Kozitza, a freshman elementary special education major, plays Super Grip Ball last
Thursday afternoon during one of the first days of spring weather.

See Softball, page 13

Warriorettes win championship
By Matt Cochran
Sports Reporter

Tamberlaln Jacobs/Photo Editor
The Danceline performers participated in a United Performance Association for the
Nationals that was held on March 20 in the St. Paul Civic Center. They came back from
the competitions with 1st place In Jazz performance, 1st place In Grand Champion
Collegiate over all, and 2nd place in Procession.

Last Week...
Men's Tennis
WSU 5, St. Could St. 4
UW-LaCrosse 5, WSU 4
Softball
Wayne St. 7, WSU 6
WSU 8, South Dakota State 1

Men's Volleyball
St. Cloud State 2, WSU 0
WSU 2, Crown (Minn.) College 0
Univ. of North Dakota 2, WSU 0
WSU 2, St. Olaf 0
WSU 2, Bethel College 0
WSU 2, Crown College 0
WSU 2, St. John's 0

The Winona State University Warriorettes performed
at the Saint Paul Civic Center and said "Good Bye To You"
to the rest of the teams as they were crowned Grand
Champions at the UPA National Championship last weekend.
"It was an unbelievable feeling winning the competition," said Cindy Rudd, captain of the squad. "We put so
much extra time preparing our routine."
"We were the second to last to perform and the last
squad's performance was flawless," said Rudd. "So when
the results were announced, we were stunned. We are
national champs."
There are two separate routines, jazz and precision, that
each team is judged on. The Warriorettes placed second in
the precision and received first place honors in jazz.
"Jazz", said Rudd, "is a lot more difficult to get together
than the precision routine, but at the same time it is a lot
more fun."
They also participated in the Mid west Collegiate Championships, January 30, in St. Cloud. There were 15 schools
at the championships, with the Warriorettes taking first in
precision and third in jazz.
The 13-member squad, 11 of whom are first year members, began practicing their precision routine in midDecember and their jazz routine upon returning from
Christmas break.
The squad members, all who have full academic
schedules, find time to give something to the community
as well. Over spring break some of the girls performed at
Kennedy High School. They've also performed at a mall
in the Twin Cities and held a clinic for 30 young girls. The
girls have also showed off their routine at halftime of
several Winona State University men's basketball games.
The Warriorettes have even assisted with dance squads at
the Winona high schools.
The squad lacks a coach, something they have
always had in the past, as well as ample practice space.
They often find themselves moving from the hallways of
Memorial gym, to a locker room in the basement or, as of
late, in one of the racquetball courts.
When asked of the situation Rudd replied, "It can
truly be a burden, but its worth it when the girls give a
hundred percent and we accomplish such eminent success.
The UPA National Championship competition
marks the end of their performances for this year.

This Week...
Men's Tennis
at St. Could
Tues., April 6
Women's Tennis
at Moorhead State Unviersity
Fri. & Sat., April 2 & 3
Rugby
Quadrangular
Sat., April 3, 9 a.m., Winona Tech. College

Men's golf
ranked
nationally
By DAVID BOEHLER
Co-Sports Editor
Editors note: T his story first
appeared Sunday, March 28 in
the Winona Daily News.
The men's golf team at
Winona State University will not
be good—yet.
"There isn't anyway we can
start this spring at the level we
finished in fall," coach Dwight
Marston said.
After looking at his team's
autumn record, one would have
to agree. It finished the season
with a 55-4 record—including 18
wins against Division 1 opponents.
"Up here in the north, golfers
don't play in the winter like the
schools down south do,"
Marston said. "And with this
wet t ring weather, it eliminates
the chance of outdoor work."
Despite all this, the Warriors
are still highly regarded across
the nation. The team is ranked
15th in the NCAA Division II
poll and second in the rankings
of District 4 schools.
Marston loves the recognition
and lately is getting used to it.
"We like the attention,"
Marston boasted. "It all helps
when getting invited to the nationals at the end of the season."
Last year's team took one
sophomore and four freshmen
to the season-ending championships but failed to make the cut.
The coach still was proud being

See Golf, page 13

Bas eball
Softball
St. John's University (at Metrodome)
at Luther College
Thurs., April 1, 9a.m.
Wed., Mar. 31
Saint Mary's College
Moorhead State University
Tues., April 6, 1:30 p.m., Loughrey Field
Fri., April 2, 3 p.m., Lake Park #1
WSU Warrior Classic
Sat. & Sun., April 3 & 4, Lake Park #1
Men's and Women's Outdoor Track
at Luther College
Sat., April 3
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Men's tennis splits
By JENNIFER VON ALLMEN
co Sports Editor
-

A split was the best the Winona State University's men's tennis team
could do in weekend play.
First, the Warriors took on St. Cloud State University chalking up a 54 win.
No. 1 singles player, Corey Prondzinski battled with Brad Diegre
before winning, 4-6, 7-5, 6-3. Matt Bollant, No. 2 singles, also took three
sets to win his match over Tom Tauchnitz 6-7, 6-3, 6-3.
Another WSU player to post a win over St. Cloud was No. 4 singles Bill
Drazkowski.
Doublesteams of Prondzinslci/Bollant, and John Schmid /Ben Krueger
also won matches for WSU.
The Warriors dropped their next decision to UW-LaCrosse, 5-4.
Prondzinski, Bollant and Drazkowski all won their singles competition.
Schmid/Krueger was the only doubles team that could come up with
a win in the doubles competition.
WSU will meet St. Cloud University again April 6 at St. Cloud.

Golf

Continued from page 12

one of 32 teams in the NAIA National Tournament.
That's part of the reason for the
team's recent success-the positive
attitude Marston presents.
He has always had one or two
solid golfers on the team, but never
four or five like he does this year.
"We have not always been this
successful," Marston claims. 'This
is the best squad WSU has had, I
believe, since 1965. When playing
in tournaments, it used to be 'Ahhh,
here comes WSU. We can beat
them.' Now, they know we're going to win our share."
The coach is so confident, he
even feels his team has as good a
program in the state as anyone aside
from the Univerisity of Minnesota.
Returning from the autumn
squad are a group of individuals
who all have good golf skills and
really care about the game.
Three of the seven members are
from Winona-including Kirk
Thompson, Brian Paulson and Jeff
Engbrecht. The remaining fourChris Norbeck, Dave Zuercher,
Mike Rey and Eric Rislove-are all
from Minnesota.

The top three of the team are
Thompson, with a record of 304-31,
Norbeck (245-49) and Paulson (23838). Any of the three could be the No.
1 player.
"We don't emphasize the No. 1
and 2 players," said Marston. "We
need our five players to get four good
scores to count."
The reigning Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference champions
want to get back to form in a few
weeks-hopefully by the time the prestigious Drake Tournament rolls
around on April 22.
"Come the Drake Relays, we want
to be able to compete like anyone else,"
said Marston.
The Warriors competed in the
Southwest Missouri GolfTournament
this past Monday and Tuesday. With
all Division I teams participating,
Marston is not going with the attitude
of winning the whole thing.
"We can't," he said. "We're going
there to improve our golf
game...Hopefully their scores and ability will come around."

Softball

Continued from page 12

of eight runs.
Foster, Perkinsen, and Keuter each had two hits in the Warriors nine hit
attack. Shortstop Leah Sweeney, second baseman Tammy Beranek, and Gina
Trimble helped with the victory as each provided one hit.
The team will be in action again as they travel to Luther College on March
31st. The Warriors will begin NSIC play on April 2nd when they host
Moorhead State.

Box Scores

Men's tennis
WSU 5, St. Cloud 4
Singles
Corey Prondzinski (WSU) d. Brad
Diegre4-6, 7-5, 6-3; Matt Bollant (WSU)
d. Tom Tauchnitz 6-7, 6-3, 6-3; Paul
Lohr (SCS) d. Mike Koehler 6-2, 6-3; Bill
Drazkowski (WSU) d. Ryan
Ruedebusch 6-2, 7-6; Brookes Toney
(SCS) d. John Schmid 6-3, 6-4; Scott
Larson (SCS) d. Ben Krueger 5-2,6-1.
Doubles
Prondzinski/Bollant (WSU) d. Digre/
Lohr 7-6, 4-6, 6-4; Tauchnitz/
Ruedebusch (SCS) d. Koehler/
Drazkowskl 6-1, 6-7, 6-0; Schmid/
Krueger (WSU) d. Larson/ErIn Anders
3-6,6-2,6-1.
UW-LaCrosse 5, WSU 4
Singles
Prondzinski (WSU) d. Dan Anderson,
6-2,6-2: Bollant (WSU) d. Bill Hehli 7-5,
6-3; Drazkowskl (WSU) d. Marc Laabs
6-4, 6-0; Dave Wolden (UWL) d.
Koehler 7-6, 2-6, 6-2; Darren Paul
(UWL) d. Schmid 4-6, 6-4, 6-2; Larr
Olson (UWL) d. Krueger 6-2,6-1.
Doubles
Anderson/Hehli (UWL)d. Prondzinski/
Bollant6-3,6-7, 7-6; Laabs/ Paul (UWL)
d. Drazkowskl/Koehler 6-4, 6-7, 6-1;
Schmld/Krueger (WSU) d. Olson/
Wolden 7-6,6-4.

Correction.
In the March 24 issue of the
Winonan, Matt Cochrane's
gymnastics article stated that the
gymnasts had competed in Florida
over spring break. It should have
read that they competed in Texas.

Boehler

Softball
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Wildcats 7, Warriors 6
WAYNE STATE WINONA STATE
Hunt cf 5130 Kriener cf 3000
Hnngsn ss 5210 Sweeney ss 4100
Foster If 3031 Beranek 2b 3100
Rnhrnf c 4012 Grivdahl c 4110
Ross pr 0100 Russell 3b 4122
Umbch 1 b 4111 Gstnczk pr 0000
Flsner 3b 4100 Hlstad pr 0000
Topf dh 4010 Trimble dh 3111
Harris p 0000 Runlsch p 0000
Lvgsin p 0000 Prksn lb
4111
Reulnd 2b 4013 Kueter If 4000
Miller rf 4110 Stvns rf 3010
Totals 35 712 7 Totals
32 6 6 4
Wayne State
001 002 31-7
Winona State
000 006 00-6
E-HennIngsen 2, Reinhardt,
Sweeney, Beranek, Russell. S-Topf.
SF-Foster.
Wayne State
IP H R ER BB SO
Harris
5 5 5 3
1
5
Livingston, W
3
1
1 0
1
2
Winona State
Rumsch, L
8 12 7 6
0 4

We're LPC, a Pitney Bowes Company, and the leading supplier of
IBM mainframe, PC and-soon-midrange computer software systems and data processing services for mailing and direct marketing
applications. Now, as our rapid growth continues, we're seeking a
few exceptional individuals to join us in our West suburban Chicago
headquarters.

Warrior 8, Coyotes 1

On-Campus Interviews
Thursday, April 8 for:

SOUTH DAKOTA WINONA STATE
Pcquet s 2010 Kriener cf
3101
Genglr 2b 2010 Sweeney ss 2110
Stucky 3b 3000 Branek2b 3210
Grmstd if 2110 Grvdhl c
3100
Quntrd p 1000 Trmbl rf
2111
McDnil rf 2010 Prknsn lb
3122
Graff c 2000 Foster p
3120
Boer lb 2000 Head 3b
1000
Grahm cf 2010 Kueter if
3021
Totals
18 1 5 0 Totals
22 8 9 5
South Dakota
000 10-1
Winona State
111 05-8
E-Picquet 3, Stucky, Graff, Kriener,
Sweeney. 2B-Perkinsen.SB-Beranek.
S-Sweeney, Head, Gengler, Quintard.
SF-Trimble.
South Dakota IP H R ER BB SO
Quintard, L 4 9 8 2 1 0
Winona State
Foster, W
5 5 1 0
1
4

Continued from page 12

goofy-looking to be on television any longer. Hopefully their schools will
understand.
14) Teams named after important people.
George Washington and Holy Cross.
15) At least Cover the Spread.
The four teams seeded 16th have to leave early, since a 16th-seeded team
has never won a tournament game.
Rider, Coastal Carolina, East Carolina, and Wright State.
16) The Number One Jinx.
Everyone seems to forget who the number one team is once the four seeds
are announced. Indiana, your forgotten.
That leaves Kentucky, Kansas, Michigan, and North Carolina.
Prediction: No one will believe I did this before the whole thing started.

Skate IVIletrabladeArid Bag A Great offer.

• ASSOCIATE PROGRAMMERS
• ASSOCIATE TECHNICAL
SUPPORT REPRESENTATIVES
Candidates for these fast-track positions must have:

• BS or MS in Computer Science
• U.S. Employment Eligibility
If you'd like to learn more about your potential for accomplishment with this premier company, come and meet us on April 8.
Visit your career placement office for details.

J LL

7 r LPC

A Pitney Bowes Company
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would like to
thank all the
people who
stopped
in during their
1.1 "Get
.11 Acquainted"
Special!
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■
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To continue helping to build their clientel, G.Q. is offering a
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:■ OU70
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•
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(YOUR COST WITH SPECIAL IS $5.00) EXPIRES APRIL 30, 1993 II
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U
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Peter Freese
Jo Grant
Dulcey Gartner
Todd Hohensee
Lori Cole
Shannon Kline
Kari Ward
Susan Porter

■

GQHAIRSTYLING
AND INDOOR
SON TANNING
CENTER

Westgate Shopoina Center 454-1580

ADIMOVilar
Hours: M-F 9:30-8:00 • Sat. 9:30-5:00 • Sun. 10:00-2:00
507-452-4228 • 178 Center Street, Winona, MN 55987

BREWING

co.
Across from Lake Park, 350 E. Sarnia

SPECIALTY NIGHTS:

Fuer Get A Pal
Smashed!

Wed ••
Thurs ••

Fully Stocked with Beer,
Wine and Wine Coolers!
Co

Fri ••
Sat se

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS
DRIVE DRUNK.

gi

cu S Department of Transcatabon

65 E. 4th Street •• Winona

■

•
El
I.

1111•11111M1•111111111111111111111111111111••1111111•1111

A Rollerblade.

ours: Mon.-Thurs. 9a.m-5:30p.m.
Fri. 9a.m.-8p.m. Sat 9a.m.-5p.m.
5 Plaza East Winona, MN 5598

■

WITH KARI WALD AND SUSAN PORTER •

U

Metroblade,- the urban
in-line skate with the removable
walking shoe. The ultimate personal
transportation system. And now the
ultimate deal.
Buy now and get $25 and the new $50 Metro- Pack.
The pack hauls your skates and stuff when you step out.
For more details, cruise on in; this deal's only in the bag
for a limited time.

HAIRCUT SPECIAL

1111

G.O. HAIRSTYLIST:

• Greeting Cards .
• Posters & Prints
Humorbus Gifts
• Custom Framing

OF

■■

g
350 E. Sarnia • 452-2829
Formerly B2 Liquor
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Classifieds
HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

PERSONALS

TracEyTabathaHey babe, you need a mint! Don't
Just try a little harder, I'm sure you
cough too hard, we all know what can can wiggle your nose without using
happen! Had a GREAT time on Sat. your finger! All you have to do is
CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED
we MUST do it again soon! I promise believe yourself!
SproutSUMMER CAMP STAFF needed
89 Mercedes
$200
for waterfront, canoeing, nurse, naCongrats on finding a job! Now all that next time I wont get sick! Monte
-Samantha
86 VW
$50
ture, unit leaders, business manager,
you need is a place to live! I hope you Pyton Rules! "BRIAN, a boy they call
87
Mercedes
$100
and archery. Employment dates June
don't get sick of Teddy! Don't forget to Brian."
Derf65 Mustang
-Wflsandt
$50
9-August 15, 1993 at Camp Tahigwa
have a pint of Fosters for me on one of
You are such a funny gut! Your
near Decorah Iowa. For more infor- Choose from thousands starting your pub jaunts!
The Beefcrazy antics make me wanna bust a
FREE information-24 Hour
Cheers! Pooter
mation or application call Kim or $50.
Sorry to hear about your weekend,
gut!! Never Change! Same place,
Cecelia at 1-319-232-6601. EOE. Hotline. 801-379-2929.
if you need someone, I'm here. You
Same time? (Same beverage?)
Salaries start $100/week plus room ,
You're getting married? YOUR"E HAVE to help me in that class, It Scares
Cash for used LP's, top prices for
-Fred
board, and training.
picture discs. Ca11452-1135 evenings. getting married? Who IS she? I mean, me! You help me, and I'll help you.
it's so optimistic of you Harry! Sorry if I'm never arround, but hey,
Carlos$200-$500 WEEKLY
that's life in the fast lane!
Great party on Friday! Even though
1983 Honda V65 Magnum must
Assemble products at home. Easy!
-Sambo
High-Browsyou slept through most of it! By the
No selling. You're paid direct. Fully sell. New brakes, front seals, paint,
Hey Ya'll Someone stole our
way, ya know those mystery stains in
seat
carbs
redone.
2,000
OBO.
Call
Guarenteed. FREE Information-24
boombox! Let's do a play!
the carpet? It wasn't me!
452-8716, Ask for John, serious offers
hour Hotline. 801-379-2900.
-LaGrange
Hey, Grill Boy-Poncho
only.
You really know how to build a fire!
* EXTRA INCOME "93"
You can grill at my house anytime! I
EARN $200-$500 WEEKLY MailB.BunnySmokey THE bearFor Cookies like Grandma makes
ing 1993 UWTI travel brochures. For
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY! Its been always welcome a fellow gyro into my
Ranger Rick has been so lonely
call Countryside Bakery. 687-8253.
house! Next time, lay off the shots!
more informaiton send self addressed
a wonderful year and I'm looking for
since you moved to the city. He told
envelope to: Travel INC., P.O. Box
ward to many more! We have so many That big blue turtle just might come
me to tell you that you have to come
2530, Miami, FL 3316.
"remember when" stories and there back to get you!
back for a picnic.
-Jen
are so many more to come! Only two
-Chuck the Squirrel
Thinking of taking some time off
and a half years until our date in 1995(One of the unknown cartoon
from school? We need MOTHER'S
be there! I love you!
characters)
HELPERS/NANNIES. We have
Sch ris-D.Bunny
prescreened families to suit you. Live
Hey babe, thanks for stinking up
Candy ManLIVE RENT FREE WHILE ATin exciting New York suburbs. We are
P.S. Tell me what my surprise is my sweatshirt! I'm never playing card
I still say that werthers is the best! I
established since 1984 and have a TENDING WSU!
RIGHT NOW!
games with you again! Especially ones can't believe what a sweet tooth you
The
WSU
Alumni
House
is
looking
strong support network.
I don't know! Good news, I'm only have! Your dentist must love you!
for a student to live in the Alumni
1-800-222-XTRA
missing four cards this time! Love that
JK_
- Nola Granola
House beginning June 1, 1993. The
You missed the party of the cen- new CD of yours!
CRUISESHIP EMPLOYMENTnow
John Hresponsibilities
checktury!
it wasn't like Buck & Buddy's,
-Trip
hiring students. $300-$900 wkly. Sum- ing
in overnight would
guestsinclude
that arrive
after
butO.K.
oh well.
I still can't believe that we went to
mer/full time. Tour Guides, Gift Shop business hours and preparing sleepthe
same school, worked at Ralph's
-Chuck
Sales,Deck Hands, Bartenders,Casino ing rooms for guests. You would have
Tischand never met until this year! It still
Dealers, Etc. World travel-Caribbean, your own private room at no cost, use
Have you figured it out yet? I hope blows me away! By the way, I'm still
Mr "Nice Guy"Alaska, Europe, Hawaii. No Experi- of kitchen and laundry facilities. For
ence Necessary.
ry. Call 1- 602-608-0323 more information, call Debbie at 457 Hid next to any dead guys lately? so, I'd really like to repeat the experi- your BIGGEST fan! (And yes, I actually did frame it!)
Ext 23.
5027, 8:30am-3:00pm or stop by the Can't wait to teach you " ence! I'm waiting.
-Jen, the groupie
-Your Love Flower
Dark-room Magic". Get your Calc.
Alumni House at 227 W. 7th St.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING done and I'll see you bright and early!
TweetieEarn $2,000+/Month+World Travel
-The Cryptic Social Club
Get started early for best selection.
One of these times I'm going to get
(Hawaii, Mexico,the Caribbean, etc.)
Apartments available for 93-94
Ninayou! The only thing I have
Holiday, Summer and Career employ- school year, 1-3 blocks from campus,
get
out
of
my
mind!
Get
off
of
my
is
how
to get Granny ut oftot figure out
Tracy & Dr. Dewa nny o
he pic ture.
ment available. No experience neces- most include heat, furnished, reasonYou Crack me up! I'm writing! Hate wave lentgh! You're driving me crazy. Just be
ware and lock your cage at
sary. For employment program call ably priced. Edstrom Properties, Call those Aces!!!! Woo-Woo.
Next time, I'll used COLD water.
night.
1-206-634-0468 ext. C5677
454-1909.
-Deb
-Mr. Stick-in-the-mud-man
-Sylvester

FOR RENT

Snapdragonwhat a lovely shirt that is! Where
ever did you get it! What? a quaint
little shop on the East Coast? Yea!'
Right!!!!!
-Lilly
ShortlegsI love our room now! Why didn't we
hink of this earlier? Congrats to you
3,nd B.B Hayve. You guys are great',
-ley, Get out of my dresser!
-Stumblefoot
GonzoOh my, check out that nose! Just
exactly what ARE you? Get in my way
again and you'll get a karate chop!
-Piggy
DocI'm just not feeling well. Do you
have any suggestions? I'll try anything. Do you make housecalls???
Please hurry, I'm dying!
-Terminally
Advertise In the WINONAN!! Send
messages to your friends, advertise,
or get to know someone through our
personals! Students-only .25/line!
All ads must be prepaid atthe Cashiers office 107 Somsen. Deadline 12
noon on Fridays.

GREEKS & CLUBS
RAISE A COOL

$1000
IN JUST ONE WEEK!

PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
No obligation. No cost.
And a F
IGLOO COOLER

if you qualify. Call

1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65

LITTLE CAESARS CAMPUS PLEASER!!
1993's Best *due on Campus!

Just ask for the Campus Pleaser.

• 2 Small Pizzas
with cheese & 1 topping*
* excludes extra cheese

• 2 pops

(16 oz. size)

$

• 2 four piece orders
of Crazy Bread
• Crazy Sauce for dipping
Mix or Match
.
your Pizzas
Pan ! Pan ! (2 square pan pizzas)
i
Pizza!
Pizza! (2 round p zzas)
Or one of each!

Pizza!Pizza !

plus tax

201 GILMORE AVE

1
II Quick Slice Days!
: Tuesday is Twosday! : I:
1
.75
I Buy any Caesars sandwich, 1
MI NM MN MI INN NM MI MI NM INO MM

1

••

I1
m

I

(1 square pan pizza and 1 round pizza) U

Little Caesars

98

452 - 8752
WE DELIVER

1
I

IMMIMM

Ell

1

I

1
•
1
g et the identical sandwich ••1• 1
FREE!

1
1
1 1
mI
I

Expires: 4/07/93

1g
II

plus
tax

Pepperoni or Italian Sausage
Wednesday & Thursday only
11:00 am - 2:00 pm
2 slice minimum
Expires: 4/07/93

1

I
•

1

m
m
1
Im
g

1
11
1 Utile Caesars
PizzalPizzat 11 1' Little Caesars
PizzalPizzat II:
.......................r.t_____-___-___________-:

